Image boundary detection or image segmentation is an important step in image analysis. However, choosing appropriate parameters for boundary detection algorithms is necessary to achieve good boundary detection results. Image boundary detection fusion with unsupervised parameters can output a final consensus boundary, which is generally better than using unsupervised or supervised image boundary detection algorithms. In this study, we theoretically examine why image boundary detection fusion can work well and we propose a mixture model for image boundary detection fusion (MMIBDF) to achieve good consensus segmentation in an unsupervised manner. All of the segmentation algorithms are treated as new features and the segmentation results obtained by the algorithms are the values of the new features. The MMIBDF is designed to sample the boundary according to a discrete distribution. We present an inference method for MMIBDF and describe the corresponding algorithm in detail. Extensive empirical results demonstrate that MMIBDF significantly outperforms other image boundary detection fusion algorithms and the base image boundary detection algorithms according to most performance indices.
Introduction
Image boundary detection or image segmentation is the main and most important method for extracting information from an image. In this method, an image is divided into several parts where each part contains a particular feature [12] . It is easy to find interesting features in the source image based on these outputs. Image segmentation is applied widely in image retrieval, image recognition, and other fields, where a complex image is segmented into simple and readily analyzed parts. The source image only contains insufficient and uncertain information about the object, whereas global information is required. Image boundary detection and fusion are used widely in areas such as remote sensing, automatic control, medical imaging, and computer graphics. Image segmentation or image boundary detection is a key step in image analysis, and it plays important roles in object recognition, occlusion boundary estimation, image compression, image editing, and image retrieval. Many image segmentation and image boundary detection methods require appropriate parameters to achieve good results. In general, unsupervised approaches are not suitable for effectively selecting the best parameters [1] , [24] , [37] , so the parameters are typically selected by using supervised learning methods or manual approaches. Image boundary detection fusion is an alternative method for obtaining good results without selecting any parameters, where it can be regarded as a symbolic level of image fusion that uses several boundary detection algorithms or an algorithm with different unsupervised parameters to process an image and obtain several boundaries. The boundaries are then combined in an unsupervised manner to obtain a consensus boundary. Several previous studies [6] , [9] , [44] , [45] , [48] have addressed this problem, but three fundamental drawbacks affect existing image boundary detection fusion methods, as follows.
(i) There have been no theoretical analyses of image boundary detection fusion and it is still unclear why image boundary detection fusion works well. (ii) High volumes of computations are required because images normally comprise a large number of pixels. For example, a rather small image of 400 × 400 pixels (each pixel is regarded as an object) would yield a dataset of 160000 objects [9] . In addition, graphbased and similarity or dissimilarity matrix-based approaches [9] are used for fusion, where a 160000 × 160000 matrix is produced for computation. (iii) Most of the existing algorithms for image boundary detection fusion are designed in a discriminate manner and there is no generative model for solving the fusion problem. Thus, we must test the generative model to solve the problem and determine whether it works.
To address these problems, in this study, we propose a mixture model for image boundary detection fusion (MMIBDF) to solve the image boundary detection fusion problem. MMIBDF addresses the image boundary detection fusion problem by using a mixture model to effectively maintain a multinomial distribution over all possible consensus boundaries. MMIBDF treats the boundary result obtained by an image boundary detection algorithm for each object as a feature vector with discrete feature values, and it learns a mixture model from this feature representation so its com- We propose a generative model to explore the image boundary detection fusion problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we provide a detailed overview of related research. In Sect. 3, we introduce the object function for image boundary detection fusion based on information theory. We then prove that under certain conditions, the image boundary detection fusion results are very close to or equal to the ground truth. In Sect. 4, we explain the proposed MMIBDF method in detail, including the inference method and a description of the algorithm. Our experimental results are presented in Sect. 5. Finally, we give our conclusions in Sect. 6.
Related Work
Many image segmentation or boundary detection algorithms have been proposed in the last 40 years. Since the 1970s, many studies have addressed the problem of image segmentation or image boundary detection, and great progress has been achieved. In general, image segmentation methods can be categorized according to five classes: (1) Threshold methods [7] , [8] ; (2) Edge detection methods [10] , [25] ; (3) Statistical-based methods [15] , [17] ; (4) Region-based segmentation methods [38] ; and (5) Methods based on specialized information [27] . Image fusion [5] aims to reduce uncertain information and minimize redundancy, enhance the reliability, and maximize the relevant information for an objective task. The same source image can yield different fusion results because the objectives of fusion tasks and the relevant information are different [14] .
Recently, several highly cited studies have investigated the theory and practice of image fusion (e.g., [4] , [34] , [39] ). The discrete wavelet transform is a method used for fusing images in many applications [20] , and the dual-tree complex wavelet transform was proposed more recently [18] . Feature level-based fusion algorithms first divide the image into several sub-images, before fusing them according to the characteristics of the sub-images [19] , [32] , [49] . Feature level fusion is not sensitive to noise [33] . In multi-sensor systems, each sensor camera has specific parameters so image registration is needed. Image registration is also based on image fusion [13] , [50] .
Lucas et al. [9] constructed a new framework that uses ordinary clustering and ensemble algorithms to solve the image boundary detection fusion problem. Viany et al. regarded the fusion problem as a feature selection problem, where they utilized a selection criterion based on mutual information. Starting with the object regions detected roughly by one sensor, the technique proposed by Ren [43] aims to extract relevant information from another sensor in order to complete the object segmentation process. Furthermore, the fusion problem decision map is a basic concept where the decision map decides the information that will be extracted from each specific region. Li et al. [21] proposed an algorithm that uses the classical k-means algorithm to segment input images, before employing a genetic algorithm to fuse them, where this method has been used for medical tumor detection [35] .
Recently, image boundary detection fusion (combination) has attracted much attention because of its various advantages, where it aims to output a final consensus segmentation result based on a set of different segmentation results but without requiring supervision. Different combination methods [6] , [44] , [48] that consider the size of the data or the structure of the pattern's lattice have been designed to deal with the image segmentation combination problem. Xu et al. [45] employed the mean shift algorithm to obtain an initial boundary contour for an object and the Canny edge detection algorithm to extract salient edges, before integrating the results. A segmentation ensemble method based on the weighted partition consensus [42] was proposed based on kernel methods [41] , where the main limitation that affected this approach was an image with large number of pixels. Therefore, a symmetric matrix containing the number of pixels in the image was used in the worst case for his algorithm, which requires large amounts of computations. A random walker approach [44] was also proposed to combine multiple segmentation results to obtain an approximation of the generalized median segmentation result.
Image Boundary Detection Fusion
In the following, we describe the problem of image boundary detection fusion in detail and theoretically prove that the image boundary detection fusion results can be better than the base image boundaries. The notations used in this study are summarized in Table 1 .
Problem Definition
Boundary detection fusion aims to combine several boundaries into a consensus boundary that represents the opti- 
is the symmetric difference distance metric and we aim to find a set partition λ * such that
An optimal median boundary can be found by solving this optimization problem, which is NP complete [3] . An exhaustive search approach for the problem has computational complexity of O(K N /M!) for N ≥ 2 and M ≥ 2. Exhaustive search to solve Eq. (1) is computationally expensive because there are K N /K! possible subsets. However, some deterministic optimization strategies [28] , [29] can solve this problem.
On Image Boundary Detection Fusion
Next, we explain the motivation for boundary detection fusion in detail. We also show that image boundary detection fusion is more robust and stable than any single boundary detection algorithm, where the results obtained can be extremely close to the ground truth. We assume that the results obtained by any boundary detection algorithms are better than random guesses and that they are independent of each other. The majority voting algorithm is used for image boundary detection fusion. First, we show that Eq. (2) is valid,
where p c is the accuracy of boundary detection fusion, p c is also the accuracy of any single boundary detection algorithm, and M is the number of boundary detection algorithms, where each p c is independent of others. It seems that M → ∞ is unacceptable but in a real situation, it is acceptable for M to range from 5-100 and a better result can be obtained. For example, if we have five completely independent boundary detection algorithms, then majority voting is used for boundary detection fusion. If the accuracy is 0.7 for each algorithm, then 10×(0. g i + h = 1. Given M independent partitions, the joint probability of random variables Y 1 , Y i is a multinomial [30] according to the probability mass function † .
where
The probability p c of boundary fusion based on M partitions using majority voting is
Let
can be rewritten as P(Z i ≤ 0). The expected value and variance of Z i can be obtained from Eqs. (6)- (7): Fig. 1 Relationship between the accuracy of image boundary detection fusion and the accuracy of the boundary detection algorithm.
As a result, we have
From Eq. (8), as the value of M increases, the image boundary detection fusion result becomes closer to the ground truth. According to the theoretical analysis, the accuracy of image boundary detection fusion is given by Eq. (9),
A graphical representation of Eq. (8) where M = {1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50} is shown in Fig. 1 , which clearly indicates that the accuracy of image boundary detection fusion increases with M. In addition, the accuracy of image boundary detection converges to 1 as the number of boundary detection algorithms M increases.
We have proved that image boundary detection fusion is much better than image boundary detection, where its computational complexity is O(NM!/K!(M − K)!) if direct and greedy optimization approaches are used to solve the image boundary detection problem. Thus, in the next section, we propose an effective image boundary detection fusion approach based on the mixture model.
MMIBDF
The base boundary detection results are transformed from rows into columns and we propose an image boundary detection fusion method based on a finite mixture model of the probability of the consensus boundary.
The results obtained by M boundary detection algorithms can be stacked together to form an (N × M) matrix where the j th column is λ j . This matrix can be viewed from another perspective where each row x i of the matrix, i.e., all of the boundary detection results for p i , gives a new feature vector representation comprising pixels p i . In particular,
Given the boundary detection matrix B, solving the image boundary detection fusion problem involves combining the M boundary detection results for N pixels to generate a consensus boundary, which might be more accurate, robust, and stable than the individual boundary detection algorithm.
When using the MMIBDF, the main assumption is that x i is modeled as a random variable drawn from a probability distribution described as a mixture of multivariate component densities:
where each component is parameterized by θ k . The K components of the mixture are identified with the boundary detection algorithms s j . The mixing π k corresponds to the prior probabilities of the boundary or not. In this model, a data point x i is generated in two steps by drawing a component according to the probability mass function π k and then sampling a point from the distribution P m (x|θ m ). All of the data points X = {x i , i N 1 } are assumed to be independent and identically distributed. Thus, for given the data set X, the log-likelihood function for the parameters Θ is represented as:
The objective of image boundary detection fusion is now formulated as a maximum-likelihood estimation problem. To find the best fitting mixture density for the given data X, the likelihood function is maximized as: Θ * = arg max Θ log L (Θ|X). From Eq. (11), the most important term is the model of component-conditional densities P k (x|θ k ). To make the problem more tractable, a conditional independence assumption is made regarding the components of the vector x i . The conditional probability of x i can be represented as the following product: 
, where k is a mixture parameter. In general, the maximum-likelihood problem in Eq. (11) cannot be solved in a closed form when all of the parameters Θ are unknown. However, the likelihood function can be optimized by the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm.
Thus, we assume that the hidden variable Z = {z 1 , z i , . . . , z M } exists and that the likelihood of the complete data is (X, Z) . If the value of z i is known, then we can immediately determine which of the M mixture components is used to generate the point x i . The detailed derivation of the EM solution to the mixture model with multivariate Bernoulli components leads to the equations for the expectation (E)-step and maximization (M)-step, which are repeated in each iteration of the algorithm:
The solution to the image boundary detection fusion problem is obtained simply by inspecting the expected values of the variables E[z ik ] because E[z ik ] represents the probability that the pattern x i is generated by the mixture component. The proposed model can also combine with coarse boundaries, where we view coarse boundaries as missing labels (boundaries). It is also possible to apply the EM algorithm in the case of missing data. For coarse boundaries, each vector x i in X can be split into observed and missing components x i = (x The image boundary detection fusion algorithm based on the mixture model is summarized as follows. Starting from an initial guess Θ = {π 0 , θ 0 }, the EM algorithm alternates between two E-and M-steps until convergence is reached.
MMIBDF algorithms 1:
Input: The final K and image boundary detection data, {X = The computational complexity of the proposed EM procedure is o(T NM + T KN 2 ), where T is the number of iterations. The algorithm produces a monotonically increasing likelihood by repeating the E-and M-steps alternately until a local maximum or global maximum is approached. The proposed algorithm is much more effective compared with direct and greedy optimization approaches. We did not use the greedy method in the experimental evaluations because it requires an excessive amount of time.
Empirical Study
We evaluated the results obtained by MMIBDF based on real images from the Berkeley segmentation database † , which also contains many boundary detection results produced by popular algorithms [1] , [37] and the ground truth results obtained by human subjects [46] . All of the experiments were conducted using Matlab R2010a as the platform on a desktop machine (with two Intel Xeon processors at 2.4 GHz and 48 GB RAM). The experimental setups employed are described in the following.
(i) We used the yu [47] , xren gray [36] , ren nips2012 gray [37] , gPb gray [22] , and gPb-ucm [1] algorithms to obtain base boundaries (if the results were expressed in segmentation format, the segmentation format was changed into boundary format). Thus, five base boundaries were obtained for an image and they were used as the inputs for the fusion algorithms. (ii) The MMIBDF, QMIc [40] , HGPA [9] , MCLA [9] , and vote [2] algorithms were used for boundary detection fusion.
For the evaluations, we used the probabilistic rand index (PRI) [31] , variation of information (VoI) [26] , global consistency error (GCE) [23] , and boundary displacement error (BDE) [11] as performance measures. The results are shown in Table 2 , where the ground truths for BSDS300 were downloaded from the web data set † † and its subdirectory. The results obtained by yu, BEL, and other methods were obtained from the web data set † † † . (i) PRI counts the overall fraction of pairs of pixels with labels that are consistent between two segmentations or the segmentation and the ground truth. PRI ranges between [0, 1], where a higher PRI value denotes better performance. Table 2 shows clearly that MMIBDF performed significantly better than all of the other fusion algorithms and popular segmentation algorithms. (ii) VoI is the distance between two segmentations as the average conditional entropy of one segmentation given the other, and it roughly measures the amount of randomness in one segmentation. VoI ranges between [0, ∞), where a lower VoI value represents a better segmentation result. Table 2 shows clearly that MMIBDF performed significantly better than all the other fusion algorithms and popular segmentation algorithms. (iii) GCE measures the extent to which one segmentation can be viewed as a refinement of the ground truth. The related segmentations in GCE are considered to be consistent because it is a good method for representing the same natural image segmented at different scales. GCE ranges between [0, ∞), where a lower value is better. Table 2 shows clearly that MMIBDF obtained the third best result. (iv) BDE measures the average displacement error of the boundary pixels between two segmentations. BDE ranges between [0, ∞), where the boundary performance is better when the BDE value is lower. Table 2 shows that the results obtained by MMIBDF were not the best and its performance was ranked 7 th among the 10 algorithms. The BDE value obtained for the proposed model was slightly inferior because the proposed model sometimes obtains a local optimal result, which is amplified by the BDE measure.
Thus, in general, MMIBDF performed better than all of the other algorithms and it obtained the best results in terms of most of the indices, such as PRI and BDE. MMIBDF also had the third best performance in terms of VoI. However, the results obtained by MMIBDF were not good according to the BDE value. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model performs well. Moreover, the results obtained using MMIBDF, MCLA, and Bayesian image boundary fusion (BISF) were similar in terms of the PRI, VoI, GCE, and BDE indices. MCLA is a good algorithm for correspondences when there is little noise and low diversity among base boundaries, and thus it obtained similar results to MMIBDF, although they were lower than produced using MMIBDF.
We also performed visual inspections in the evaluation and the results are shown in Fig. 2 . The boundaries were generated by the yu, xren gray, ren nips2012 gray, gPb gray, gPb-ucm, and MMIBDF algorithms. It is difficult to see the differences between the results and the best, but the proposed model clearly performed well.
Conclusions
In this study, we formalized image boundary detection fusion as a combinatorial optimization problem and MMIBDF was proposed to obtain a good consensus boundary. In our method, we treat the boundary detection algorithms (or the same algorithm with different parameters) as new features and the boundary results as the values of the new features, which simplifies the image boundary detection fusion problem solving process. We designed a generative model for MMIBDF to sample the boundary according to a discrete distribution. The inference method for MMIBDF and the corresponding algorithm were explained in detail. Finally, real images from the Berkeley segmentation database were used in experimental evaluations and the results demonstrated that MMIBDF performed significantly better than other image boundary detection fusion algorithms and base image boundary detection algorithms. In future research, we will test our method with noisy images and study how the MMIBDF can converge to a global optimum, while a Gibbs sampling method for inference in the proposed model will also be studied.
